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A very strange affliction is spreading throughout our land. It is a new virus that I’ve 
named “the Truth Virus.” This is a new and unusual virus, and it seems to be spreading 
like wildfire. There is some evidence that the most vulnerable are people who work in 
media, government, and in health-related businesses. Limited research shows that the 
virus infects the brain. Once infected, people exhibit never-before-seen behavior: they 
start telling the truth. They don’t tell the truth all of the time, but there may be an 
increase in truth-telling if no vaccine is developed and the virus mutates. 
 
The first infected person was Anthony Fauci, who publicly stated at the end of 2021 
that hospitals were overcounting children. This is a huge departure from the fear 
mongering we have become used to about sick and dying children, followed by the 
order for all parents to vaccinate their kids. According to Mr. Fauci, the reason for the 
misreporting is because all children and adults are tested when admitted to the hospital 
and coded as covid patients if they test positive, even if they are asymptomatic and 
hospitalized for other reasons. He said, “If you look at the children who are 
hospitalized, many of them are hospitalized with COVID as opposed to because of 
COVID.”1 
 
I mentioned that this virus is highly contagious, so it is not surprising that it spread 
among government workers and that it infected CDC director Rochelle Walensky. Dr. 
Walensky confirmed Mr. Fauci’s statement – most children are not being hospitalized 
because they have COVID-19. Dr. Walensky says they are being hospitalized for other 
reasons and “…are incidentally testing positive.”2 
 
Another habitual liar, Kathy Hochul, empress of New York, also caught the virus. She 
announced on January 3 that hospitals would begin telling the truth on January 4. This 
must be a mutant strain that results in truth-telling to be scheduled for a future date. In 
any case, the plan is for hospitals in New York to differentiate between the number of 
people hospitalized with COVID vs of COVID when they report data. She surmised that 
this could be useful in determining the severity of illness in New York.3 Ya think?? 
 
Quickly the virus spread to neighboring state New Jersey. Health Commissioner Judith 
Persichilli reported that less than half of hospitalized patients coded with COVID actually 
had COVID and were admitted for other reasons. The emperor of New Jersey, Phil 
Murphy (also infected) concurred, stating, “We have a fair number of what I’ve started 
to call COVID incidental or incidental COVID, meaning you went in because you broke 
your leg, but everyone’s getting tested and it turns out you’ve got COVID. You didn’t 
even know it.” New Jersey officials added that out of 82 pediatric patients, only 27 were 
hospitalized with a primary diagnosis of COVID.4 
 



The Truth Virus then spread all the way to the west coast. Seattle Children’s Hospital 
Critical Care Chief Dr. John McGuire reported that “most of the COVID-positive kids in 
the hospital are actually not here for COVID-19 disease,” while noting that children “are 
here for other issues but happen to have tested positive.”5 
 
One person who clearly has not been infected is Supreme Court Justice Sonia 
Sotomayor. During a hearing concerning vaccine mandates, she stated that over 
100,000 children were in serious condition due to COVID-19. “We have hospitals that 
are almost at full capacity with people severely ill on ventilators. We have over 100,000 
children, which we’ve never had before, in serious condition, many on ventilators,” she 
said.6 
 
In an incredible demonstration of how highly virulent the Truth Virus is, the Centers For 
Disease Control, historically one of the biggest promoters of misinformation, chose to 
correct Sotomayor’s misstatement, reporting online that since August 2020 fewer than 
80,000 children had been hospitalized for COVID.7 At the time Sotomayor made her 
statement on January 7, there were 3,342 children hospitalized with COVID, and as Mr. 
Fauci said, it’s important to remember that many are hospitalized with but not from 
COVID 19.  
 
Justice Sotomayor was off by almost 97% when she made her statement, which begs 
the question: How misinformed and ignorant can a Supreme Court justice be and still 
remain on the bench? Repeating misinformation on this scale really is a much more 
serious issue and goes way beyond a difference of legal opinion. 
 
Even Politifact, which has demonstrated natural immunity to truthful information, 
became infected and reported that “the pediatric hospitalization rate has remained 
much lower than that of other age groups.” Politico also reported that data show 
children have by far the lowest hospitalization and death rates among all age groups 
and that generally, individuals older than the age of 70 are considered to be the most 
vulnerable to COVID-19.8  
 
Predictions about what to expect next vary. Some experts say that the Truth Virus is 
eventually going to infect everyone. Since the mortality rate is zero, most think that 
there is no reason to develop a vaccine. Mr. Fauci, concerned that a major side effect of 
this virus could be prison, disagrees and has given both Moderna and Gilead large 
grants for the purpose of developing vaccines. Media personalities are really worried, 
and some have started wearing two masks and even hazmat suits in order to avoid 
infection. I guess time will tell. Things are certainly going to get more interesting during 
the next few months. 
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